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-14A Structural Analysis of the Whole Sermon - a
Proposal
The previous two chapters brought us very close to an analysis that could
“work” for the whole passage. The main problem as I saw it lay in the final part
of the sermon where the expression, “God having raised up the Child of Him”,
near the start of verse 26 appeared to belong thematically to the section
labelled X` but by word count to the section labelled Z`.
In this chapter I will be proposing a simple way of integrating, and expanding,
these results by suggesting that the whole section labelled Z` , (and not just the
single expression in the previous paragraph), should be seen simultaneously as
i) corresponding to Z as well as ii) being incorporated into X` and hence being
part of the correspondence between X` and X.
This move allows the structural analysis presented in this chapter for the
sermon as a whole. Part of the “rationale” for such a “compression” - by which
the section labelled Z` does “double duty” as it were - could be the time
constraints placed on Peter with the arrival of the hostile religious authorities
(described in Acts 4:1-3).
The proposed structural pattern for the whole sermon is shown in Figure 14.1 on
the next page:
Notes:
1) The diagram is colour-coded: the “healing sections”, H1 and H2, are in blue—
although they can (and will) also be considered to be subsumed within the first
of the two green coloured Abraham” sections i.e. to be included within X. The
prophecy sections are purple and the “repent-send” sections are yellow.
2) The “send/repent” section at the bottom of the diagram is coloured both
yellow and green. This is an attempt to represent its role as simultaneously an
extension of the of Abrahamic section, X`, (green) and also as a “send-receive”
section in its own right, Z`).
3) The structure of the sermon in this analysis is a combination of chiastic and
panel elements. The chiastic aspect is the pattern X- Y // Y` - X`
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Peter said, “M en, Israelites, . .this healing was not
by our power or piety . . .

h1

X

Healing
section

The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
the God of our fathers
(God) glorified the Child of Him Jesus
Israel’s sins—handing over Jesus
Israel’s sins—killing Jesus

26 words

29 words

Abraham
section

29 words

God raised up Jesus /we are witnesses
1 word

AND
h2

Healing
section

Healing in the Name of Jesus
and through faith in Him

y

z

y`

a) Israel’s sins (in ignorance)
b) God spoke through prophets
c) Christ to suffer
b`) He fulfilled
a`) thus

Prophecy
section

a) Repent therefore and be converted for the blotting
out of you the sins
b) that times of refreshing may come from the
presence of the Lord
c) and He may send the Before-Proclaimed-One
to you Jesus Christ

RepentSend
section

Whom heaven must receive
.....
from the age.

29 words

29 words

26 words

21 words

For M oses indeed said . . . .
. . . from the brothers of you like me
Him shall you hear according to all . . . .
. . . will be utterly destroyed from the people

21 words

Prophecy
section

AND

24 words
1 word

All the prophets from Samuel . . .
. . . proclaimed these days.
24 words

You are the sons of the prophets and of the covenant

X`

X`/z`

which (covenant)
God appointed to the fathers of us
(God) saying to Abraham
in the seed of you shall be blessed
all the families (patria) of the earth
c) To you first, God having raised up
His Child Jesus sent Him
b) blessing you
a) in turning away each one of you from the iniquities
of you

Figure 14.1

21 words

Abraham
section
SendRepent
section

21 words
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for the upper and lower Abrahamic and prophetic sections. The panel aspect is
the linear pattern obtained when we combine the Abrahamic and prophetic
sections in each half: The pattern now is of an “Abrahamic/prophetic” unit
followed by a “send-receive” unit in each half of the structure— (X/Y) - Z //
(Y`/X`) - Z`. We note that within this linear pattern there are chiastic
elements—thus (X/Y) and (Y`/X`) correspond chiastically and Z(a, b, c)
corresponds chiastically with Z`(c, b, a).
4) The word count aspects have been looked at in the last chapter where we
noted that the word count patterns of the upper and lower halves are the same,
(indicated by the curved pink shapes on the right of Figure 14.1), even though
there are differences in the absolute numbers of words. Interestingly, the
proportion (and distribution of that proportion) of the pattern occupied by
“extended X” in the upper half is the same as for Y` in the lower half as shown
below (Figure 14.2). The pattern continues with Y and Z in the upper half and
X` and X`/Z` in the lower half.
Upper half
26

-

29

-

29

-

1

-

29

-

29

-

26

Lowe r half
21

-

21

-

24

-

1

-

24

-

21

-

21

Figure 14.2

Having arrived, in Figure 14.1, at a definitive structural analysis (i.e. “definitive”
in the context of the present work—not definitive in any absolute sense!) now
look again at various sections both individually, and in relation to each other,
and this will be the work of the next two chapters.

